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Max Delbriick was a great scientist and an extraordinary person. His many friends, colleagues and students 
will welcome the appearance of his biography. The biographer Peter Fischer was one of Delbrtick’s last 
Ph.D. students. He had access to the pertinent archives and was helped by many people who had known 
Max (as he is called throughout the book) at various stages of his life. Foremost, he had the full support 
of Manny who had been Max’ wife for 40 years. 
Max was born in Berlin in 1906 and grew up in a large family. The father, an eminent historian, and his 
friends belonged to the intellectual aristocracy of the Kaiserreich. Max studied astronomy and theoretical 
physics in Ttibingen and Gottingen. His first visits to Copenhagen fell into a time when Niels Bohr had 
become interested in biology by way of the complementarity principle. Bohr and complementarity were of 
decisive influence on Max’ future life. In the thirties Max was back in Berlin working as a theoretician in 
Lise Meitner’s group at the Kaiser-Wilhelm-Institut fur Chemie. It was his ‘extra-curricular’ work in what 
we may call today radiation biophysics which brought him a Rockefeller Foundation fellowship to Pasadena 
in 1937. There, in Nashville, Tennessee, and from 1947 on again at the Caltech in Pasadena Max laid the 
foundations of modern bacteriophage research which was to become one of the roots of molecular biology. 
Max’ later work centered around phycomyces but he also dealt with a variety of problems from biology, 
biophysics, and philosophy. As much as he had been the founder of the phage group or ‘the pope of the 
phage church’ he became now the center of an international phycomyces community. 
Max’ many visits to Europe are gratefully remembered. It was in 1947 when this reviewer met Max for 
the first time and in 1961 when he joined him at his newly founded Institut fur Genetik in Koln. Max had 
a profound influence on the development of post-war biology and biophysics in Germany. He established 
scientific and personal relations with a large number of German scientists who still have fond memories of 
him (and Manny). Max died in Pasadena in 1981. 
The book is primarily a scientific biography. Fischer does well, as far as a non-physicist reviewer can tell, 
in describing the exciting atmosphere in which the theoretical physicists including Max lived during the twen- 
ties and thirties. Also phage and phycomyces biology are dealt with competently. At the same time the book 
describes Max’ personal life, his views on scientific problems and on many subjects outside of science. 
Fischer manages to convey a picture of the colourful personality that Max was, with his many likable 
features but also with his touch of arrogance which antagonized not only some old German professors. The 
biographer is wise in letting Max speak for himself as much as possible; the numerous quotations from Max’ 
letters, from lecture transcripts, etc. are well fitted into a continuous narrative. The biography which ap- 
peared shortly before Max’ 80th birthday complements the Festschrift which was dedicated to him on the 
occasion of his 60th birthday (‘Phage and the Origins of Molecular Biology’, J. Cairns, G.S. Stent, and 
J.D. Watson, eds, Cold Spring Harbor, NY, 1966). After correcting a few minor mistakes and putting some 
facts into the proper perspective the biography should be translated into English as soon as possible in order 
to make it accessible to the scientific community at large. H.G. Zachau 
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